High Notes

3WE Summer Sweepstakes
1. YOU'RE HAVING MY BABY
2. TOUCH ME IN THE MORNING
3. FREE MAN IN PARIS
4. TEMPTATION
5. SWEET SUNDAY
6. CALL ON ME
7. FEEL LIKE MAKIN' LOVE
8. I HONESTLY LOVE YOU
9. THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT
10. TIN MAN
11. BOOGIE BANDS AND ONE NIGHT
12. STAR MAN
13. NOTHING FROM NOTHING
14. WHEN MABEL COMES IN THE ROOM
15. HELLO SUMMER TIME

3WE Feature LP's
1. SOME NICE THINGS I'VE MISSED
2. PERRY COMO
3. THE ENTERTAINER
4. IF YOU LOVE ME LET ME KNOW
5. THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT
6. ONIB
7. ONIB
8. ANKA
9. ITALIAN GRAFFITI
10. NOW AND FOREVER

1220/WGAR

1. YOU'RE HAVING MY BABY
2. THE NIGHT CHICAGO Rained Power Line
3. YOUR JOURNEY AROUND THE WORLD
4. HIT THE SHERIFF
5. RUDELY
6. AMONG THE MILLIONS
7. BOBBY WHITE
8. WILDWOOD WEED
9. THEN CAME YOU
10. I'M NOT THE ONLY ONE
11. BEACH BABY
12. CLAP FOR THE WOLFMAN
13. IT'S NOT THE WAY IT WAS
14. IT'S NOT THE WAY IT WAS
15. IT'S NOT THE WAY IT WAS
16. IT'S NOT THE WAY IT WAS

WMMS—FM 101

1. BAD COMPANY
2. JIMMY HOFFA
3. FILLING IN THE GAP
4. STEAL THE SHERIFF
5. EASY DAY
6. OUTSIDE LOVE
7. NOT FRAILTIME
8. I AM THE CHILD OF THE REVOLUTION
9. SO FAR
10. CREEDS
11. THE BAND
12. CHILDREN
13. SIX GOOD FRIENDS
14. CHILDREN
15. I CAN STAND A LITTLE RAIN

Tape Decks

AKAI—Reel-to-reel stereo tape deck. #173000S.
FAMOUS NAME—8-track player and quad converter. #7X 420.
HITACHI—Top quality cassette deck. #2020.
SULLY—Stereo Play/Record Dolby deck. #4780.
SUPERSCOPE—Dolby cas.